[Steady-state kinetics of electron transfer through the cytochrome chain of uncoupled submitochondrial particles. General kinetic analysis].
Steady-state kinetics of electron transfer through the cytochrome chain of uncoupled ultrasonic submitochondrial particles at different pH values were studied. The rate constants calculated according to Pring's equation (k1=V/Prpoxt i+1) were found to increase linearly with the increase in the rate of electron transfer. Linearity was observed, however, only at relatively low rates of electron transfer. Several kinetic models were developed and analysed to fit the experimental data on the basis of the suggested activation of respiratory chains induced by their functioning. The best agreement with the experimental data was obtained with the model implying that the rate of activation of the electron carriers is directly proportional to the overall rate of electron transfer and the portion of non-activated respiratory chains in the system. It followed therefrom that electron transfer through already activated chains induced activation of adjacent non-activated chains. This model made it possiple to determine the rate constants for non-activated (ki) and activated (k) carrier states and the life-times of activated carriers (tau).